


PREFACELearning in the classroom cannot be a joyful experience for the child unless we change ourperception of the child as a receiver of knowledge and unless we move beyond the conven-tional use of the text book as the basis for examination.The present CCE mode of curriculum has evolved from State Curriculum Framework (SCF)2011.  Here the teacher is a facilitator.  Gone are the days when the children open their mouthsin the classroom only to answer the few questions posed by the teacher.  Gone are the dayswhen only the teacher dominates the entire class.The CCE mode of learning is activity based learning through Projects, Assignments and throughreal life situations which bring the society at large into the classroom as stated by SCF-2011 :Children's life at school must be linked to their life outside the school.  Thus projects are partand parcel of classroom learning. As we are all aware, projects are a set of activities in whichstudents understand the concept thoroughly, collectively collect relevant information and ar-rive at certain conclusions.  Projects, done in groups, as they should be, develop skills in Aca-demic Standards such as Communication, Problem Solving, Connection with other subjects andRepresentation & Visualization.In this book, suggestible projects are presented class wise, subject wise, chapter wise andconcept wise.  The teacher plays a vital role in making the students do the projects.  He/sheshould have a thorough understanding of the projects before they are taken into the classroom.The projects should be clearly explained to the students so that they are done with completecomprehension and with keen interest.  The teacher should motivate the students in such amanner that they participate and involve themselves in doing projects, irrespective of theircapabilities and limitations.This book on projects is prepared by our own teaching faculty with much dedication andenthusiasm to make our classrooms lively, meaningful and learning - oriented.  I take thisopportunity to thank one and all who have put in their heart and soul in bringing out thisuseful book on projects.  And I wish that the same hard work and enthusiasm reflect whiledoing the projects.The projects presented here, as said earlier, are only suggestive.  You might as well design anddo many more innovative projects in your classroom.  Such projects could also be sent to us sothat they could be incorporated in the next edition.  Your suggestions are invaluable.
With greetings.
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PROFORMA FOR THE PROJECT

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

Class :

Subject :

Name of the Lesson/Unit :

No. of the Project :

Allotment of work :

(i) Identifying the shapes

(ii) Measuring the lengths of the sides

(iii) Recording the measurements

(iv) Calculating the Areas & Perimeters

(v) Presentation of the project
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DETAILED INFORMATION OF THE PROJECT

1. Title of the Project :

2. Objectives of the project :
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5. Procedure :

1. Introduction :

2. Process :

3. Recording the data :

4. Analysis :

5. Conclusion :

6. Experiences of the students :

7. Doubts & Questions :

8. Acknowledgement :

9. Reference Books/Resources :

10. Signature of the student(s) :
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VI CLASS     SUGGESTED PROJECTS      SUB:ENGLISH

A NOTE TO THE TEACHERTeachers handling VI class are hereby suggested that there are few projects given here in addition tothe textual tasks in every unit.The students may be asked to do minimum one project for a unit accordingly.
VI CLASS    SUGGESTED PROJECTS   SUB:ENGLISH

S.No. TITLE OF THE PROJECTUNIT STRATEGY/MODE
OF COLLECTION

RESOURCE1.

2.

3.

4.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

1. Collect information on degradationof environment.2. How the earth can be saved?3. Skit: Making the students enactdifferent roles of animals and birdswith proper costumes and masks.4. Collect different types of animalsand birds pictures. Write someinformation  about them how theyare useful to mankind.1. A biographical sketch of Shivaji.2. Collect information of different thingssold in  temple fairs of certain villages3. Collect the historical information ofCharminar and Golconda.4. Collect information about somemusicians who composeddevotional songs as well other songs.1. Collect information about the twowomen who you think have excelledin their lives inspite of their physicaldisability2. Profile of Sudha Chandran3. Collect information of differentcountries and the currency they usein their respective countries. (It isrelated to Social Studies) 1. Collect the adventurous story ofHarbo and Samuelson who crossedAtlantic in a small boat.2. Collect information about theexperience of Poorna and Anand of

Group work
Group work

Individual
Individual
Group work
Individual

Group work

articles in newspapers,magazines, books internetcharts, sketch pens

articles in newspapers,magazines, books internet,charts, sketch  pensVisit temple fairs of thevillages
Library books, magazinesand internet.Old X class English text book,magazine, chart, sketch pen

Internet, Story cardspublished by OrientLongman publications, OldVii class English reader.
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S.No. TITLE OF THE PROJECTUNIT STRATEGY/MODE
OF COLLECTION

RESOURCE

5.

6.

7.

8.

V

VI

VI.
VII.

VIII.

APSWR School how they climbedMount Everest.3. List some new adventures storiesyou read recentyly1. Collect information about differentforests, vegetation grow there anduses of such vegetation2. Collect information about Chipkomovement3. Prepare some slogans on “Save Trees”4. Collect information about thecommon shade giving, flowerbearing and fruit bearing andmedicinal plants.5. Conducting “Plantation day” byplanting saplings.1. Preparation of a magazine ofhumourous stories, cartoons2. Collection of jokes3. Prepare models showing thedifferences before and after twentyyears (Tatched houses, temples,buildings and factories)4. Make a comparative statementshowing changes in your school, byasking information from yourteachers and old students.1. Collect information about thepositions  and places  in Cricket field.Draw the chart of the cricket field.2. Collect information of famouscricketers of India and how longthey played for India in differentformats of the game.3. Collect the measurements of courtsof different games like Volleyball,Badminton and Kabbadi.4. Collect information about the lifeachievement of Sania Mirza.1. Collect humourous stories ofNadruddin.2. Collect cartoons reflect humour.3. Collect stories of Charlie Chaplin,Tenali Ramalinga

Individual
Group work
Group work

Group work

Group work
Group work
Group work

Group work
Individual

Interview of the twostudents published in Newspapers after they achievedthe featLibrary books, atlas,internet and differentgeography books, chartsand sketch pensOld telugu medium X classEnglish text book, charts,sketch pens

Library, News papers,

Your school, old students ofyour village studied in yourschool, your teachers.
Games and sportsmagazines, sports starjournal. P.E.T of your school,charts, sketch penSport star magazine, library,internet profiles of Indiancricketers.

Library, chandamamabooks, Daily Newspapers,cartoon books, internet
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ASSIGNMENTS

A NOTE TO THE TEACHERTeachers handling VI class are hereby suggested that there are few assignments given here in additionto the textual tasks in every unit.The written work under the writing component of every unit can be taken as assignment.The students may be assigned minimum two for a unit accordingly.The evaluation of these assignments work can be considered to avoid marks for Formative Assessmentwritten work (10 marks).To make the children attempt these tasks proper guidance, features of every task, method of writinglanguage to be used, few tips clues etc, may be given in detail and discussed.Never assign any task simply dictating or writing on the black board.
Assignments for class VI

UNIT
ASSIGNMENTS FROM

‘ A ‘READING
ASSIGNMENTS FROM

‘B ‘READING
ASSIGNMENTS FROM

‘EXTENSIVE ‘READING1. Conversation between peacocks —cuckoos and elephant — deer2. write a letter to your friend “Howenemies become friends”3. Design an invitation card for schoolanniversary.1. Narration on the incident of John’sarrest.2. Write a paragraph on the incidenthappened that evening, when Shivajiwent out in disguise3. Write a conversation between Shivajiand John after John saved Shivaji.1. Write a letter to your friend about Tessand how she tried to save her brother.2. Write a conversation between Tess andDr.Armstrong in saving Andrew’s life.3. Imagine that you were Tess and nowwrite a letter to Dr. Armstrongexpressing your thanks in savingAndrew’s life.1. Describe the village Vishnupur.2. Write a conversation between Seemaand Arun how they want to spendtheir vacation in Vishnupur.

Write your opinion on“why was the earthsorrowful” according tothe concept of the poem.
1. Write a letter to yourfriend describing abazaar near to yourlocality.
1. Add few more lines tothe poem.

1. Write your opinionabout the countriesyou have never beento?

1. Write a letter to yourfriend how the squirrelwon the great contest.
1. Write a profile ofTyagaraja.2. Write a short paragraphon why Tyagarajarefused to sing in theKing’s court.
1. Write a biographicalsketch of Wilma.

 Write a paragraph about tethoughts of RobinsonCrusoe after seeing astranger’s foot prints.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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UNIT
ASSIGNMENTS FROM

‘ A ‘READING
ASSIGNMENTS FROM

‘B ‘READING
ASSIGNMENTS FROM

‘EXTENSIVE ‘READING

5.

6.

6.

7.

8.

3. Write a story as told by Seema to herfriends about the adventure that tookplace at the cave.4.Write a letter toyour friend about an adventurousincident you have read recently.1. Write a paragraph on ‘How trees areuseful to us’2. Prepare a poster on saving trees.

1. Write a conversation between the oldman and the soldier.2. Write a letter to your friend how youare preparing for your finalexaminations3. Conversation between Rip and oldwoman after coming to the village.4. Describe how Rip  was after twentyyears.5. Imagine that you were Rip What wouldbe your feelings about your village asyou visited the village after 20 years1. Write a biographical sketch ofP.T.Usha.2. Write a paragraph on “Sports are ahindrance to studies”3. Write profile of Aswani Nachappa.
1. Write a letter to your friend hownormal life disturbs ,when there is abandh in your locality2. Write a letter to your friend how youare going to spend your summervacations

1. Write a short note onthe reasons forpollution on earth,2. Summarize the poem.
1. Write a nonsenserhyme poem
2. Describe the changesthat occur in yourshadow of differenttimes of the day.
1. Write a letter to yourfriend expressing yourfeelings about yourfavourite cricketer.2. Write a small poem onyour favourite gameWrite slogans topromote” peace”

1. Write a paragraph onSuzuki’s speech.2. Prepare a questionnairefor interviewing theresidents of near byvillages to know aboutthe awareness on treesWrite a conversationbetween the King and thesecond doctor.
Describe the experiencefaced by Gulliver

Write a conversationbetween Ranji and Kumarafter the match
1. Write  a paragraph on“How to restore peace”2. Describe how The Sheikcaught the thief.
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üMN˛så

EÜÆÁúN˛Áı Nz˛ u¬L ÃÓYåÁLÂ

N˛qÁ Zey Ãz ¬zN˛∫ åÁ{ƒy oN˛ úÁe∞úÏÀoNz˛ ™ı utÆz TÆz úy∫ÆÁz\åÁEÁzÊ Nz˛ ÃÁs-ÃÁs Euou∫Mo

EåzN˛ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁN˛ÁÆ| utÆz TÆz “¯ @ FÃN˛Á ™ÏPÆ GtΩtz≈Æ Æ“ “{ uN˛ “∫ ZÁfi LN˛ “y üN˛Á∫ N˛y úy∫ÆÁz\åÁ

å N˛∫Nz˛ E¬T-E¬T úu∫ÆÁz\åÁLÂ N˛∫zÊ @ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁLÂ tÁz üÁ∫ N˛y “Ázoy “{Ê @

1. ƒ{ÆuMoN˛ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ (Personal Project)

2. ÃÁ™Óu“N˛ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ (Group Project)

EÃ{å™ıb (tN˛ÁÆ|) Nz˛ øú ™ı úÁe Ãz ÃÊ§Êuáo NÏ˛Z ü≈å ßy úÏZz TÆz “{Ê @ ZÁfi Få üΔåÁı Nz˛ G∫

Eƒ≈Æ u¬Qı oÁuN˛ GåN˛y ¬zQå q™oÁ N˛Á uƒN˛ÁÃ “Áz ÃNz˛ @ Æ“ ú“¬y §Á∫ uN˛ÆÁ TÆÁ “™Á∫Á üÆÁÃ˛

“{ @ FÃz ÃN˛Á∫Án™N˛ twu…bN˛Ázm> Ãz tzQı @ EÁúNz˛ ÃÏ^Áƒ Eƒ≈Æ ÀƒyN˛Á∫ uN˛Æz \ÁÆıTz @ EÁΔÁ “{ uN˛ EÁú

Ã“ | FÃz EúåÁN˛∫ ZÁfiÁı Ãz N˛∫ƒÁLÂTz @ Fã“ı o{ÆÁ∫ N˛∫åz ™ı u\¬Á úu∫ t, L.úy.EÁ∫.ÀNÓ˛¬ EÁ{∫ ™ÁÂg¬

ÀNÓ˛¬ Nz˛ ÃÊÃÁáN˛Áı åz ßÁT u¬ÆÁ “{ @

úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ|-üuN¿˛ÆÁ

1..... EÊN˛ uƒßÁ\åEÊN˛ uƒßÁ\åEÊN˛ uƒßÁ\åEÊN˛ uƒßÁ\åEÊN˛ uƒßÁ\å : : : : : 5 EÊN˛ EÊN˛ EÊN˛ EÊN˛ EÊN˛

Ã™ÁYÁ∫ LN˛fi N˛∫åÁ : 1 EÊN˛

üuoƒztå (Documentation) u¬QåÁ : 2 EÊN˛

üÀoÏuo, ütΔ|å ÆÁ üuouN¿˛ÆÁ : 2 EÊN˛

NÏ˛¬ : 5  EÊN˛

åÁzb :- üuoƒztå ƒ{ÆuMoN˛ øú Ãz újƒÁÆı

EÜÆÁúN˛Áı Nz˛ u¬L ÃÓYåÁLÂ :-

1.   5 ƒı N˛Á¬ÁÊΔ ™ı Tw“N˛ÁÆ| Nz˛ øú ™ı tz ÃN˛oz “{Ê @

2.   §XYÁı N˛Áz Ã™Ó“ ™ı §ÁÂbåÁ “{ @

3.   úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| N{˛Ãz N˛∫åÁ “{, FÃNz˛ §Á∫z ™ı Ã™^ÁåÁ “{ @

4.   Ã™ÁYÁ∫ LN˛ufio N˛∫åz Nz˛ u¬L EÁƒ≈ÆN˛ ü≈åúfi §åÁåÁ, ÃÊ§Êuáo œÁÁzoÁz (Resources)

   N˛y \ÁåN˛Á∫y ZÁfiÁı N˛Áz tzåÁ @ üuoƒztå §åÁåz Nz˛ u¬L ÃÓYåÁ tzåÁ @

5.   EÊuo™ N˛Á¬ÁÊΔ ™ı úu∫ÆÁz\å N˛ÁÆ| N˛Áz ütuΔ|o N˛∫åÁ (ZÁfi ÃÁ™ÓÏu“N˛ ÆÁ ƒ{ÆuMoN˛ ªú ™ı újoz

    “{ @ ßÁƒ, uƒ Æ, ƒÁMÆ uå™Á|m, Δ£t uƒãÆÁÃ, Eq∫tÁz , Få ú∫ YYÁ| N˛∫oz “ÏL üuoƒztå ÃÏáÁ∫ı@

6.   EÊo ™ı úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| ÍÁ∫Á EÜÆÁúN ü≈å úÏZı @

7.   EÜÆÁúN˛ uƒußëÁ uƒ ÆÁı Ãz ÃÊ§Êuáo E¬T-E¬T úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| tz ÃN˛oz  “¯ @

ÃÏYåÁ : Æut úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| 10 EÊN˛Áz

Nz˛ u¬L utÆÁ TÆÁ oÁz FÃz tÏTÏåÁ N˛∫¬zÊ @
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úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| :
1.   §XYÁı Nz˛ EÁu\|o rÁå N˛Áz uƒtΩÆÁ¬Æ Nz˛ §Á“∫y \yƒå Nz˛ \ÁzgåÁ @
2.   §XYÁı Nz˛ uå∫yqm EÁ{∫ QÁz\§yå (Ãƒz|qm) ßÁƒåÁEÁzÊ N˛Á uƒN˛ÁÃ N˛∫åÁ @
3.   úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| Δ{uqN˛ ™ÁútÊg (Academic Standards) å“Î “{ @ Få™ı oyå Δ{uqN˛
   ™ÁútÊgÁz N˛Á Ã™ÁƒzΔ “{, ƒz “{Ê -
   1.   Es|T¿Á—ÆoÁ-üuouN¿˛ÆÁ E) ÃÏåÁz - §Áz¬Áz

EÁ) ú‰jÁz - u¬QÁz
   2.   Euß√ÆuMo Ãw\åÁn™N˛oÁ F) Àƒ∫YåÁ

F|) Ãw\åÁn™N˛oÁ
G) üΔÊÃÁ

   3.   ßÁ Á N˛y §Áo H) Δ£t ßÊgÁ∫
J ) √ÆÁN˛∫mÁÊΔÁz (Δ£t ÃÊ§Êáy)
L) √ÆÁN˛∫m ÃÊ§Êáy ü≈å

   4.   Få™ı uƒußëÁ uƒ ÆÁı Ãz ÃÊ§Êuáo uƒuƒá úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| utÆz TÆz “{Ê @ \Áz Ãƒz|qm (Survey)
ÃÊN˛¬å (Collection) osÁ üÀoÏoy∫N˛m (Presentation) N˛y q™oÁEÁzÊ N˛Á uƒN˛ÁÃ N˛∫oz “¯ @

   5.   úu∫ÆÁz\åÁLÂ tÁz üN˛Á∫ N˛y “{Ê @ 1.  ƒ{ÆuMoN˛ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ (Personal Project)
2.  ÃÁ™Óu“N˛ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ (Group Project)

   6.   §XYÁı Nz˛ úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆÁz˙ N˛Á EÁN˛¬å (Assessment) ÃÁ™ÁYÁ∫ ÃÊN˛¬å üuoƒztå ¬zQå, osÁ
üÀoÏoyN˛∫m Nz˛ EÁáÁ∫ ú∫ N˛∫åÁ YÁu“L @
úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| N˛Á EÁÆÁz\å :
∫YåÁn™N˛ ™Ó¡ÆÁÊN˛å ™ı úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| LN˛ EÊΔ “{ @ FÃNz˛ u¬L LN˛ åÁzb§ÏN˛ ∫Qy \ÁÆ @ N˛ÁzF|
EuáN˛Á∫y ÆÁ \ÁÂYN˛oÁ| EÁåz ú∫ Gã“ı úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| úÏÀoN˛ utQÁÆı @

úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| N˛Áz N˛qÁ-N˛q (Class Room) ™z újƒÁÆı @
úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| N{˛ÃÁ N˛∫åÁ “{, FÃNz˛ §Á∫z ™ı ZÁfiÁı N˛Áz Ã™^ÁÆı @
Ã™ÁYÁ∫ LN˛fi N˛∫åÁ, ÃÊ§Êuáo œÁÁıoÁzÊ N˛y \ÁåN˛Á∫y tı @
\Áz Ã™Á\Á∫ LN˛fi uN˛ÆÁ TÆÁ “¯, GÃ ú∫ üuoƒztå (Documentation Report) §åÁåz N˛y ÃÓYåÁLÂ

   tı @
EÊuo™ N˛Á¬ÁÊΔ (Period) ™ı úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| N˛Á ütΔ|å N˛∫ƒÁÆı @
(üuoƒztå ÃÁ™Óu“N˛ ÆÁ ƒ{ÆuMoN˛ øú ™ı újƒÁÆı @)
ßÁƒ, uƒ Æ, ƒÁMÆ uå™Á|m, Δ£t uƒãÆÁÃ, Eq∫ tÁz , Få ú∫ YYÁ| N˛∫oz “ÓL üuoƒztå ÃÏáÁ∫zÊ @

EÊo ™ı úu∫ÆÁz\åÁ N˛ÁÆ| tΩƒÁ∫Á EÜÆÁúN˛ ü≈å úÓÏZı @

GúÆ|ÏMo EÊΔÁı Nz˛ EÁáÁ∫ ú∫ ZÁfiÁı N˛Áz EÊN˛ (Marks) ütÁå N˛∫zÊ @
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PREFACE
Why project in English?You have noticed that every unit contains a project work to be carried out by the students; theseare also thematically related. Projects help the students to evolve themselves as independent usersof language. Project work is provides a platform for integrating language skills and various studyskills; it also involves higher order thinking skills.

Nature of projects in English:Projects included in class VII cover a wide range of themes that are socially relevant. The learnershave to explore the theme by collecting data, consolidating it using different formats, write reportson them and make presentations in the whole class. There is space for individual work, pair workand also group work. In addition to the projects suggested in the textbook teachers can go moreprojects related to the themes that are dealt with.
Process• Projects take place in various stages such as, • Brainstorming on the nature of the project• Designing tools for the collection of data   • Collecting the data• Consolidating the data using different formats • Analysis and Interpretation of the data• Report writing   • PresentationPlease remember that sufficient brain storming is extremely important for doing the project asthe students have to understand the purpose of the project, its scope and significance withoutwhich they will not be psychologically ready to carry it out. At various stages the teacher has tomonitor the progress of the work, the involvement of the learners, and should take care of guidingthem whenever necessary. Teacher is not supposed to prescribe any tools or formats but shouldinteract with the learners in such a way that these will be evolved in a democratic manner. Theinteraction will also lead the learners to decide which stage of the project needs to be doneindividually, in pairs or in groups. We have to be clear about the time that each project workmight take. Make sure that the work is manageable within a stipulated time.Please do not leave out these crucial questions while brain storming:1. How will you pool information (Tools such as questionnaire, checklist, observation schedule,interview, referencing, etc.)2. Where will you get the information from? (Resources such as people, books, journals,magazines,     newspapers, institutions, internet)3. Who will collect the information? (Individuals/pairs/groups)4. How will you consolidate the information? (Sharing in groups and recording using appropriateformats)5. What analysis can be made based on the data?6. How to write the report ( the structure of the report: name of the project, purpose, scope andrelevance of the project, tools developed, mode of collection of data, consolidation and analysis,findings with supportive evidences such as photographs)7. How will you present the findings before others? (Presenting the report- each member canpresent one part of the report)
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TO THE TEACHER

The teachers handling English are hereby suggested that there are a few assignments given

here in addition to the textual tasks in every unit.  The written work under the ‘writing’ component of

every unit can be taken as assignments.  The students may be assigned minimum two for a unit

according to their level.  The evaluation of these written works can be considered to award marks for

formative assessment’ written work’ [10 Marks].

To make the children attempt these tasks, proper guidance, features of every task, method of

writing, language to be used, a few tips, clues etc may be given in detail and discussed with the

children.  Never assign any task simply writing on the board.  Your sound guidance can only make

them feel confident to write the assignments.  Evaluate their works individually and encourage them

to do better.

Ch. Pullaiah,
Director, RMSA / APMS
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PROPOSED ASSIGNMENTS FOR ENGLISH FOR CLASS-VII

UNIT-I1. After reading the passage two or three times write the conversation between the town mouseand country mouse.i. When the town mouse visited his cousin the village.ii. When the country mouse visited the town mouse.2. Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her to your village during the holidays. Write aboutyour village and the places where you take him/her.3. Write a paragraph describing your village/town.  You may use the given clues…….Name of the village/town.LocationNumber of houses… types of housesAbout people and their occupationFacilities availableFestivals you celebrate-Local /ReligiousDescription of surroundings etc…..
UNIT-II1. Prepare a time line/profile on C.V.Raman’s life and careerNow write biographical sketch of Sir C.V. Raman in about 100 wordsYou can begin the sketch like this.C.V. Raman’s full name is Chandra sekhar venkatraman.  He is one of the greatest scientists.He was born ….2. Write a letter to your friend about how you celebrated the national science day in your school.3. Write at least 50 abbreviations frequently used and know their full forms [APSRTC, DEO,MDO, ……]4. Write an essay about any one of the famous Indian Scientist and his contributions to Science.
UNIT-III1. Read the play let ‘Puru the Brave’ as many times as necessary and write a short story of theplay in a paragraph.2. Write an imaginary conversation in your own words between Alexander  and his generals [donot copy the text]3. Paraphrase the poem ‘Home they brought her warrior dead’
UNIT-IV1. Write the story ‘Tenali paints a horse’ in about 100 words.2. Build an imaginary conversation between srikrishna Devaraya and Tenali Ramakrishna inyour own sentences [do not copy the text]3. Imagine that you are the class representative.  Now write a letter to your principal requestinghim to conduct a Drawing Competition   in your school on the occasion of children’s day.
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PROPOSED ASSIGNMENTS FOR ENGLISH FOR CLASS-VII

UNIT-V1. Your school is planning to go on an educational trip to Bangalore and Mysore. Write a letterto your father asking for permission and money to go on an excursion with your teachersand friends.2. Describe a famous tourist place/temple you have visited recently.3. After reading the passage about Andaman Island, would you like to visit and enjoy? List outthe places and describe each one.
UNIT-VI1. Summarize the story ‘A Hero’ in your own sentences2. Imagine that you are Swami and you don’t like the school where you are studying now.Theteachers give too much of home work to do and punish the children if not done the work.Now write an imaginary conversation between you and your father.3. Write a few sentences about an act of bravery or adventure you have read in the books /seen in the movies or serials.
UNIT-VII1. Write a brief summary of the essay ‘The wonderful world of chess’2. Write a paragraph about your favorite game.  You may use the following clues.Name of the gameRules and Regulations to playSkillsWhen do you playYour favorite player in the game3. Show the important events in the life and career of Koneru Humpy on the time line andthen write a paragraph about Humpy’s achievements.4. Your friend has won first prize in district/Zonal level chess tournament.  Write a letter tohim Congratulating on his success.5. Write a profile of the Indian chess player “Viswanandhan Anand”.
UNIT-VIII1. Prepare a poster giving a list of Do’s and Don’ts when a snake bites a person.2. Write ten sentences about Trees and how they are helpful/useful to us.3. Pick out 20 statements from the passage’ Snakes in India’ and write them separating subjectand predicate parts.4. Prepare posters, slogans and Play cards to protect environment.5. Write a letter to your friend how you have participated in recent “Swatcha BharatProgramme”.
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PREFACE
Why project in English?

You have noticed that every unit contains a project work to be carried out by the students; these are
also thematically related. Projects help the students to evolve themselves as independent users of
language. Project work is provides a platform for integrating language skills and various study skills; it
also involves higher order thinking skills.

Nature of projects in English:

Projects included in class VIII cover a wide range of themes that are socially relevant. The learners
have to explore the theme by collecting data, consolidating it using different formats, write reports
on them and make presentations in the whole class. There is space for individual work, pair work and
also group work. In addition to the projects suggested in the textbook teachers can go more projects
related to the themes that are dealt with.

Process

• Projects take place in various stages such as, • Brainstorming on the nature of the project

• Designing tools for the collection of data   • Collecting the data

• Consolidating the data using different formats • Analysis and Interpretation of the data

• Report writing   • Presentation

Please remember that sufficient brain storming is extremely important for doing the project as the
students have to understand the purpose of the project, its scope and significance without which
they will not be psychologically ready to carry it out. At various stages the teacher has to monitor the
progress of the work, the involvement of the learners, and should take care of guiding them whenever
necessary. Teacher is not supposed to prescribe any tools or formats but should interact with the
learners in such a way that these will be evolved in a democratic manner. The interaction will also
lead the learners to decide which stage of the project needs to be done individually, in pairs or in
groups. We have to be clear about the time that each project work might take. Make sure that the
work is manageable within a stipulated time.

Please do not leave out these crucial questions while brain storming:

1. How will you pool information (Tools such as questionnaire, checklist, observation schedule,
interview, referencing, etc.)

2. Where will you get the information from? (Resources such as people, books, journals, magazines,
newspapers, institutions, internet)

3. Who will collect the information? (Individuals/pairs/groups)

4. How will you consolidate the information? (Sharing in groups and recording using appropriate
formats)

5. What analysis can be made based on the data?

6. How to write the report ( the structure of the report: name of the project, purpose, scope and
relevance of the project, tools developed, mode of collection of data, consolidation and analysis,
findings with supportive evidences such as photographs)

7. How will you present the findings before others? (Presenting the report- each member can present
one part of the report)
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TO THE TEACHER

The teachers handling English are hereby suggested that there are a few

assignments given here in addition to the textual tasks in every unit.  The written work

under the ‘writing’ component of every unit can be taken as assignments.  The students

may be assigned minimum two for a unit according to their level.  The evaluation of

these written works can be considered to award marks for formative assessment’ written

work’ [10 Marks].

To make the children attempt these tasks, proper guidance, features of every task,

method of writing, language to be used, a few tips, clues etc may be given in detail and

discussed with the children.  Never assign any task simply writing on the board.  Your

sound guidance can only make them feel confident to write the assignments.  Evaluate

their works individually and encourage them to do better.

Ch. Pullaiah,
Director, RMSA / AP Model Schools
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PROPOSED ASSIGNMENTS FOR ENGLISH FOR CLASS VIII

CHAPTER-I  FAMILY
1. Write a paragraph in at least 120 words about your mother and her responsibilities in your

house.

2. How would you care for your parents when they grow old?

3. Write a letter to your friend describing about the games you played during your childhood
days?

4. Describe how your mother took care of you when you were sick?

5. Write merits and demerits of joint family?

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a Nuclear family?

7. Write a short essay on impact of economic pressures in maintaining human relationships.

8. Write a letter to your friend how you spent your days before joining Residential school and
how you are spending days in this school.

9. Write a Paragraph based on the thoughts in the mind of Kamala for not writing letter?

CHAPTER – II SOCIAL ISSUES
1. As student of class 8 having 13 years of age, how will you respond towards like Oliver, Child

labour and Rag pickers?

2. Imagine your school has arranged a field trip to an old age home.  There you have talked
to a few old people.  They have expressed their feelings which have moved your heart.

3. How will you help the child labour and write some problems of the child labour by your
opinion?

4. Write a letter to the child line “Society congratulating them for saving the children.

CHAPTER-III: HUMANITY
1. Imagine you are the changed giant.  Write a dairy entry about your feelings on the evening

after you have discovered the small boy and helped him up the tree.

2. Imagine you are one of the children who want to enter the garden secretly.  What are your
plans and how will you encourage others to follow you.

3. Write a description on the character of “The Giant”

4. If you have selfish qualities how will you change your qualities?

5. Write the conversation between old giant and the child.

CHAPTER IV: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1. Pros and cons of technology in teaching.

2. Write some advantages of computer.
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3. What are the features of different mobiles ?

4. What are your specific features for the mobile you needed?

5. Write about the disadvantages cause by cell phones?

6. In what ways are the cell phones useful for us according to the poem?

UNIT – V: EDUCATION AND CAREER
1. Collect the pictures of projects handled by Hafeez (available on Wikipedia).

2. What is the role of  an architect in the construction of a building/township?

3. If you were an architect how would you plan to construct a new capital proposed at
Amaravathi in Andhra Pradesh ?

4. What are the different constructions planned by civil engineers?

5. Find out different courses that one can pursue after completing inter with Bi.P.C group.

Make a pie diagram of it and present it in the class.

6. Write about your favorite profession.

7. Draw a tree diagram to represent different branches of civil engineering and the features
associated with each?

CHAPTER-VI: ART AND CULTURE
1. Write a description on the life style of “WEAVERS’.

2. What do you think of age old professions like weaving, pottery, making toys etc.? What do
you suggest to revive them?

3. Which type of art you like ? Why ? Give reasons.

4. How many types of dances in India and describe them?

5. Vempati China Satyam left his house on a purpose.  Do you think he was successful at the
end?

6. Collect the data of famous Bharathnatyam dancers in our country from magazines, internet
etc.

7. Prepare a brief profile of “Sunitha” great female singer.

UNIT-VII:  WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
1. Present the biography of a famous Indian women

2. What change did the narrator observe in his father’s attitude towards education over a
decade

3. You are assigned to talk to a group of women in a village about the importance of literacy.
Prepare a speech to do it.

4. Write a possible conversation between a mother and her daughter about wedding customs
in India.
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5. What differences do you observe in the lives of women, when they are educated?

6. Collect the data of female MLA’s, Ministers and M.P’s in our state and based on that write
a paragraph on “Women empowerment.”

7. Importance of women education.

8. Write a debate on the topic Education of the girl child is burden”

CHAPTER – VIII: GRATTUDE
1. What do you want to become in your life?  In what way would you like to serve the society?

2. (B. Reading) a) Do you think that you learn everything from nature and nature helps in all
aspects of your life? How do you like to show your gratitude to nature? (C. Reading)
a) Write a letter to your teacher expressing your gratitude for the contribution made by him
to improve and enhance your life.

3. Write a letter to your grandmother, who is staying in the village to come to Hyderabad to
live along with you. Tell her the ways in which you will take care of in her old ages.

4. Write an article based on the following hints.

a) What are the other means of travel?

b) Why is the train comfortable?

c) Which trains do you like most?

5. Collect the information about Florence Nightingale who started nursing first time in the
world.

6. In present society old age homes have been increasing.  Give reasons.

7. Write a letter to your friend describing the remarkable services rendered in China by
Dr. Kotnis.

8. Write a possible conversation between Rathnakka and Yashodakka after Rathnakka became
a rich woman and came to Yashodakka’s house.
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